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Safety

 50 Years; LNG industry has enjoyed the highest safety 
record.
 Continuous increase in knowledge of cryogenic materials, metallurgy and 

thermodynamics, which are the basic disciplines.
 From the very beginning, safety has been built into LNG design, resulting in 

high standards, proven practices and cutting-edge innovations.

 Manpower & Behavior: LNG operators, both shore-side & 
marine, trained personnel to design, build and operate in the 
highest conditions. Their safety philosophy is implemented from 
the earliest design phase and throughout the life of its operation. 

 Today, the LNG industry capitalizes on good practices and 
experience. New technologies, materials and concepts have 
brought it to maturity and allowed spectacular growth without 
compromising on safety.
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Safety

 However, LNG for bunkering is a very new and innovative way 
of using LNG.

 Downsizing & Multiplying Equipment. 
 Retailers increasing that offer a large number of diverse users and actors.
 Easy access to new entrants – equipment suppliers, engineering 

companies, operators, users – with limited experience. 
 Critical need to understand and apply today’s standards & practices in 

order to maintain the safety level. 

 Quality assurance must be implemented throughout the 
design/construction phase.
 Prevent deviation. Maximize training and awareness. Seasoned 

Consultancy
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Safety

 Knowing:

 LNG has the highest energy content (mass) within the hydrocarbon 
family

 Very low temperature can cause cold burns and severe injury

 Its physical characteristics make it safer than many other 
energy sources. 

 LNG is non toxic and rapidly evaporates when warmed

 Natural gas is lighter than air and boils above -100°C. 

 Critical for this emergent bunker fuel sector to demonstrate 
low risk through high safety processes. 
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Europe - Future

The EU has identified the development of LNG as a fuel as key to its transport strategy 
for 2020. 
 Funding mechanisms have been put in place both for studies and infrastructure 

investments. 
 Goal is to equip 140 maritime and inland ports with LNG bunkering facilities by 

2020.
 LNG is seen as a major European transport and environmental target and is likely to 

obtain strong support from European and national administrations.

The COSTA-II (TENT-T) Project in southern Europe aims to develop a framework that 
will accommodate and promote the development of LNG as bunker fuel in the 
Mediterranean Sea, the North Atlantic Ocean and Black Sea areas. It involves EU 
member states Greece, Italy, Spain, UK, Portugal and Germany.

On top of this, many concrete projects are under study or being launched both on the 
customer and infrastructure side:
 Operations are already being done in Norway and the Baltic sea; many ferry projects 

are under study in the North Sea, the Baltic and the Mediterranean… 

Bunker LNG is becoming a reality in Europe.
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North America - Future

North America is witnessing the development of LNG as 
fuel in many sectors. 

Although there has been less interest to develop LNG as 
marine fuel, there are a number of concrete initiatives:
 Staten Island ferry, 
 TOTE - container ships to serve Puerto Rico-US,
 Washington State Ferries,
 BC Ferries in Canada…

So far, no major port seems to have undertaken large-scale 
developments for LNG but economic, political and 
environmental drivers are likely to prompt new projects.
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Asia - Future

 The Port of Singapore, is considering to couple the development of 
its LNG import terminal with that of a physical hub for the region 
and a bunkering point for Asian traffic.

 Korea, has conducted many feasibility studies for the development 
of bunker LNG. The Port of Busan has an LNG refueling pier 
planned within its renewal project.

 China is developing CNG and LNG for all transportation fuels, in 
order to diversify consumption and reduce pollution.

There is more uncertainty as a bunker provider in this region, but will 
likely become a major consumer of LNG in which case they would be 
able modify port interface.
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COMPLIANCE STRATEGIES
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 Ship owners and ports have to invest concurrently

Source:  Potent & Partners,  2014

Capital 
intensive and 
sensitive to 

volumes



LNG MARINE FUEL 
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 MARPOL Annex VI global limits
and extension of ECAs

 SOx global limits 3.5%, further
reduction to 0.5% between 2020
and 2025

 EU agreed to reduce
 DNV GL, 2015 - Construction of 

LNG fuelled fleet – projected 
increase

 Delivery picking up in 2015 

 1000 LNG fuelled vessels in 2020

 Increase LNG demand as marine 
fuel



LNG MARINE FUEL 
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Source:  DNV Shipping 2020



TRANSFER OPTIONS

 Truck to Vessel:. The mobile facility (usually large-frame tank truck) arrives at a 
prearranged transfer location and provides hoses that are connected to the truck and to the 
vessel moored at a dock. Sometimes the hoses are supported on deck and in other 
arrangements supported from overhead. The transfer usually occurs on a pier or wharf, 
using a 2-4 inch (0.05-0.1 m) diameter hose.

 Vessel to Vessel: Barges come alongside to fuel. Vessel fueling can also occur at anchorages. 
Vessel-to-vessel transfers are the most common form of bunkering for traditional fuel oil. 
Flexible.

 Terminal Storage Tank to Vessel: Designated waterfront facilities with fixed hoses & cranes 
or dedicated bunkering arms. Piping manifolds are in place to coordinate fuel delivery from 
one or more fuel storage tanks.

 Portable Tank Transfer: Portable LNG tanks (i.e., ISO tanks) as vessel fuel tanks. Empty 
tanks are replaced by preloaded tanks staged at any facility capable of transferring 
containers to a vessel moored at the dock. These tanks are modular and can be moved 
efficiently via truck or rail, and they would be certified to meet the appropriate codes and 
standards.
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Small Ports

Ports supplying between 1 and 5 vessels. Example; ferry 
ports where many will likely be running on LNG soon.

Generally supplied by truck or ship. First, almost inevitably 
involves truck transportation. Once demand has grown 
beyond this limit, it is more economical to introduce a 
supply barge. It is also important from a Safety standpoint 
to reduce the number of LNG trucks in the ports.

Specific cases where storage capacity on board the vessel is 
low, ships would continue to be supplied by truck. This can 
be short distance sailings on unique routes.
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Large Ports

Ports with high LNG consumption and several types of 
ships supplied. A larger infrastructure is needed in 
these ports and more precisely a large LNG 
atmospheric storage unit (~15 000 – 30 000 m3) to be 
used as storage for loading bunker ships and trucks. 

STS or TTS will continue for inaccessible terminals.
Possibly, secondary small fixed storage units (onshore 
or floating), supplied by truck or barge.
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Large Ports
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Standards

As natural gas is more complex and expensive to transport than oil, 
the gas market has been organized in regional areas for a long time. As 
a result, the need for international standards was not a major issue 
and many current standards are purely regional (Americas, Europe, 
Asia). 

The trend towards globalization of the LNG market, expressed in the 
growing share of spot cargoes, is also reflected in standards. ISO TC67 
WG10 (Equipment for LNG) can be seen as the first set of building 
international standards for LNG equipment; provides good practices  
for bunkering operations as well.

IMO adopted the IGF code June 2015, mainly for LNG at first and to 
be expanded subsequently to other fuels. Training standards for crew 
of IGF vessels was concurrently adopted. Entry into force Jan. 2017
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Transfer Process

Regardless of transfer modality, procedures common 
to all:

 Safe zone establishment

 Connection

 Purging

 Cooldown

 Test of ESD system
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Safety Checklists for Bunkering

World Ports Climate Initiative

http://www.lngbunkering.org/lng/bunker-checklists

The checklists contained in this section are for general 
use in order to maintain appropriate safety levels when 
bunkering LNG in situations to which the checklist 
applies.
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http://www.lngbunkering.org/lng/bunker-checklists/use-and-editing-bunker-checklists


Ship-to-Ship Bunker Checklist 

Ship to Ship Bunker Checklist – 5 parts

Part A – Planning Stage Checklist

Part B – Planned Simultaneous Activities

Part C – Pre Transfer Checklist

Part D – LNG transfer data & simultaneous operations

Part E – After LNG Transfer Checklist

** 68 Check-List Items
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Ship-to-Ship Bunker Checklist 

Part A – Planning Stage Checklist
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Ship-to-Ship Bunker Checklist 

Part A – Planning Stage Checklist
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Ship-to-Ship Bunker Checklist 

Part C – Pre Transfer Checklist
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Ship-to-Ship Bunker Checklist 

Part C – Pre Transfer Checklist
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Ship-to-Ship Bunker Checklist 

Part D –

LNG transfer data
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Ship-to-Ship Bunker Checklist 

Part E – After LNG Transfer Checklist
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Ship-to-Ship Bunker Checklist 

Part E – After LNG Transfer Checklist
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Transfer Process

At every step of the LNG bunker transfer:
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Training Levels
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Amendments to STCW include new mandatory 
minimum requirements for the training & 
qualifications of masters, officers, ratings and other 
personnel on ships subject to the IGF Code.



Training Levels
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Training Levels
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CONCLUSION
31

 Development of LNG bunkering 
infrastructure is viable, but variable.

 Safety must be always maintained.

 Proven processes are available.

 Proper training & awareness is demanding, 
but critical.

THANK YOU


